Strain-induced phase transformations (PTs) in a sample under compression, unloading, and reloading in a diamond anvil cell are investigated in detail, by applying finite element method. In contrast to previous studies, the kinetic equation includes the pressure range in which both direct and reverse PTs occur simultaneously. Results are compared to the case when "no transformation" region in the pressure range exists instead, for various values of the kinetic parameters and ratios of the yield strengths of low and high pressure phases. Under unloading (which has never been studied before), surprising plastic flow and reverse PT are found, which were neglected in experiments and change interpretation of experimental results. They are caused both by heterogeneous stress redistribution and transformation-induced plasticity. After reloading, the reverse PT continues followed by intense direct PT. However, PT is less pronounced than after initial compression and geometry of transformed zone changes. In particular, a localized transformed band of a weaker high pressure phase does not reappear in comparison with the initial compression. A number of experimental phenomena are reproduced and interpreted.
I. INTRODUCTION
A diamond anvil cell is a powerful tool to generate high pressure and in situ study phase transformation (PTs) to high pressure phases, using modern diagnostics, like x-ray, Raman, and optical techniques. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] When hydrostatic media is used, PT is classified as pressure-induced one and it starts by nucleation at pre-existing defects (pressure and stress concentrators). In order to study the effect of plastic deformations on PTs, a rotational diamond anvil cell (DAC) was utilized, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] in which large plastic shear due to rotation of one of the anvils is superposed on high pressure. Such PTs are classified as strain-induced ones and they occur by nucleation at defects that continuously appear during the plastic deformation. 11 In fact, PTs under compression without hydrostatic media in traditional DAC are also strain-induced rather than pressure-induced, because they occur during intense plastic flow of materials. 11, 12 As it was discussed in Refs. 11-13, the only difference between PTs under compression in DAC and compression and torsion in rotational DAC is the pressure-plastic strain history for each material point of the sample. It was found in Refs. 11, 14 , and 15 that strain-induced PTs require completely different thermodynamic and kinetic treatment and experimental characterization than pressure-induced PTs. Thus, the main focus is on the strain-controlled kinetic Eq. (8) for the concentration of the high pressure phase, c, with respect to undeformed state, which is independent of time and depends on four main parameters: (1) kinetic parameter k which scales the rate of PTs, (2) the minimum pressure p d e below which direct strain-induced PT cannot occur, (3) the maximum pressure p r e above which reverse strain-induced PT does not take place, and (4) the ratio of yield strengths of low (r y1 ) and high pressure (r y2 ) phases. We are unaware of any publications that determine parameters of the kinetic equation and fields of stress and strain tensors experimentally. Pressure distribution 8, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and concentration of high pressure phase distributions 18, 19 along the radius of a sample are available only. As a consequence, theoretical and finite element methods have been developed and applied for investigation of variation of stress tensor, accumulated plastic strain, and concentration fields in a sample during plastic flow and PTs and for analysis and interpretation of experimental results. [11] [12] [13] 21, 22 Numerical results, published in Refs. 12, 13, 21, and 22 , describe a number of experimental observations, however they are incomplete because they are obtained for p d e > p r e only. In this case, both direct and reverse PTs cannot occur for values of pressure p in the range p r e < p < p d e ; above p d e , direct PT occurs only and below p r e , reverse PT takes place only, reaching complete transformation at very large plastic strain. However, the case p d e < p r e is at least of the same importance, for which both direct and reverse PTs occur in the pressure range p d e < p < p r e . This leads to a stationary value of concentration 0 < c < 1 at very large plastic strains, which was observed experimentally for various pressure-shear loading, e.g., under high pressure torsion [23] [24] [25] and ball milling. [26] [27] [28] [29] Therefore, new PT features and phenomena may appear. One of the goals of the paper is to study in detail coupled plastic flow and PTs in a sample in DAC for the case withand various values of the kinetic parameter k and the ratio of the yield strengths, and to compare results with the case of p d e > p r e . Another goal is to study plastic flow and PTs after a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. unloading and reloading, which was never done before. In many cases, high pressure phase is metastable after pressure release and can exist and be studied at ambient conditions. However, if there is no reverse PT under hydrostatic loading-unloading, this does not mean that reverse PT will not occur during the reduction of the load to zero after strain-induced PT. In many cases (excluding in situ studies), concentration of phases is determined after unloading [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] but is related to the loading process with a salient assumption that it does not change during unloading because of the absence of plastic deformation. As we will show, in contrast, unloading is accompanied in many cases by plastic flow and reverse PT, which should be taken into account in experiments. Finally, reloading is studied to explore an additional pressure-plastic strain path and its relevance for experimental realization.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Phase transformations coupled to plastic flow, in a sample of radiusR compressed by axial force P between two rigid diamonds under loading, unloading, and reloading are studied in this paper using the same physical and geometric models as in Refs. 12, 13, and 22. Geometry and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 1 .
To obtain generic results, we consider the simplest isotropic, perfectly plastic model, and the total system of equations are given as follows: 12 Decomposition of deformation rate d into elastic (subscript e), transformational (t), and plastic (p) contributions
Elasticity rule (Hooke's law)
Transformation volumetric strain
Von Mises yield condition
Plastic flow rule in the plastic region
in the elastic region r i < r y ðcÞ or r i ¼ r y ðcÞ and s Á _ s 0 ! d p ¼ 0:
Momentum balance equation
Strain-controlled kinetics for phase transformations Here, s is the deviator of the true stress tensor T, s ¼ devT; e e r and s r are the Jaumann objective time derivative of the elastic strain and deviatoric stress; I is the second-rank unit tensor; K and G designate bulk and shear moduli, respectively; r i is the second invariant of the stress deviator; e e0 and e t are the elastic and transformation volumetric strains for complete PT, respectively; H is the Heaviside step function; p d h and p r h are the pressures for direct and reverse PTs under hydrostatic loading, respectively, and qis the accumulated plastic strain (Odqvist parameter). Without PTs, the applicability of the perfectly plastic and isotropic model for monotonous loading is justified in Ref. 30 for various classes of materials (rocks, metals, pressed powders, etc.) starting with plastic strains q > 0.6 Ä 1 both for normal and high pressure. Additional confirmations for steel and NaCl were obtained with rotational DAC in Ref. 31 . Note that the yield strength in the perfectly plastic state is independent of the deformation history. 30 Also, our goal is to perform simulation of strain-induced PTs rather than just plastic flow. Since there is no available experimental data on such transformations, there is no sense to combine more sophisticated models for plastic straining (e.g., model for a polycrystalline aggregate 32 ) with the simplest model for PT.
Assumption of small elastic strains limits pressure to the value of 0.1 K, which is of the order of magnitude of 10 GPa. Under such a maximum pressure, change in geometry of the diamond anvils is negligible, which can be shown by solution of elastic problem for an anvil. [33] [34] [35] Thus, assumption that the anvils are rigid is justified.
It is not a problem to include deformation of anvils and strain hardening in the model, if it would be necessary. However, this paper is among very few first numerical studies of strain-induced PTs in DAC and as we wrote before, we want to obtain results that are generic for a wide class of materials. If we introduce some hardening parameters and/or specific geometry of an anvil and way of its fixation, we will lose the generic character of the results and gain the secondary effects only.
Finite element method and code ABAQUS 36 have been utilized for solution of axial symmetric problems. In the dimensionless form, all stress related parameters (excluding shear stress, see below) are divided by r y1 ; the dimensionless axial force F normalized by the product of total initial contact area of a sample and r y1 . For precise comparison with the results for p d e > p r e in Ref. 22 , we assume dimensionless h=2 and r n ¼0 (i.e., just switch values p d e ¼ 6:75 and p r e ¼ 6:375) and keep other material parameters, p d h ¼ 11:25 and p r h ¼ 1:875 exactly the same like in Ref. 22 .
III. PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS UNDER LOADING
In this section, our principal aim is to investigate effects of characteristic pressures for p d e < p r e (in contrast to Ref. 22) on PTs, for various kinetic parameters k and ratios of yield strengths of high and low pressure phases. Previous simulations 12, 13, 21, 22 with p d e > p r e did not allow the PTs to occur when pressure p lies between two characteristic pressures, p r e < p < p d e . In the current simulations, p d e < p r e and therefore there is no such limitation, and both direct and reverse PTs can happen when p d e < p < p r e . Before high pressure phase appears, the largest pressure is located at the center of a sample, and pressure is gradually decreasing with increase of coordinates r or z. Once pressure reaches p d e at the center of sample and since accumulated plastic strain increases in most region of r R, high pressure phase first appears there, regardless of the value of k and the ratio of yield strengths. However, close to p d e concentration of high pressure phase is still pretty low and is not shown in Fig. 2 .
Concentration of a weaker (r y2 ¼ 0:2r y1 ) high pressure phase c is shown in Fig. 2 with k ¼ 5; 10; 30 and under the rising dimensionless load F. One can note that: (1) with load Frising, PT shifts from the center to a localized plastic shear and PT bands and then propagates within these bands; (2) geometry of the transformed zone differs from the case with p d e > p r e , 12,13,21,22 especially for k ¼ 5, when the multiconnected transformed region first appears due to strain localization and heterogeneous pressure distribution; and (3) in contrast Ref. 22 , PTs for all k reach the contact surface at lower load, which is convenient for detecting PTs using surface-based (e.g., optical and Raman) methods in experiments; especially for k ¼ 30 PTs in Ref. 22 did not reach the surface at all. Because the threshold value p d e for direct PT is accepted lower in this paper than that in Ref. 22 , direct PT occurs at lower load in the region close to contact surface, where the pressure is usually lower than the one at the symmetry plane at the same coordinater. Fig. 3 shows the distributions of pressure p and the volume fraction of a weaker high pressure phase c at the contact surface of the sample for k equal to 5 and 10. There are two separate regions where PT occurs, and two pressure plateaus appear there with pressures well above p d e and p r e . Between two PT regions, another plateau in pressure distribution exists with the magnitude between p d e and p r e . However, concentration c in this region is quite low and even equal to zero because of low accumulated plastic strain increment. Also, both direct and reverse PTs occur in this range and even the maximum (stationary) value of c is quite low for the weaker high pressure phase. 14, 37 Pressure at the plateau close to the symmetry axis is almost constant under different loads at k ¼ 5; pressure at other two plateaus is almost independent of load at k ¼ 10. Consequently, the kinetic parameter k not only influences the rate of PT and configuration of PT regions (see Fig. 2 ) but also determines the positions of constant pressures. In contrast to the case with p d e > p r e , 22 where the pressure in the weakly or non-transformed region corresponded to p d e , here it is between p d e and p r e . Thus, none of the plateaus correspond to p d e and p r e , and they are determined by mechanics of interaction of plastic flow and PT kinetics. In addition, Fig. 3 exhibits similar oscillatory features of experimental plots for ZnSe 17 and simulation results. 22 In the rest of this section, PTs to high pressure phase with r y2 ! r y1 are discussed. Small steps (plateaus) with almost constant pressure are found in experiments 8, 16, 17, 31 at the very heterogeneous pressure distribution plots. They correspond to the two-phase region, which, like in Ref. 22 , is clearly reproduced for k ¼ 30 only rather than for k ¼ 1, 5, or 10. Therefore, for brevity, the concentrations of high pressure phase and pressures on the contact surface are discussed for k ¼ 30 only. Fig. 4 exhibits the same trends as in the experiments in Ref. 17 : pressure monotonously grows from the periphery to center; there are two steps in pressure; the first one located in the center of the sample is much wider than the second one, which is located in the two-phase region. Comparing to the case for r y2 ¼ 0:2r y1 (Fig. 2) , the PT localization and pressure oscillations are almost eliminated. Therefore, one wider region instead of two isolated regions with high pressure phase appears on the contact surface of the sample.
While in Ref. 22 , pressure at the step in the two-phase region was independent of the load and just slightly above p d e , here it varies between two characteristic pressures p d e and p r e , and increases with increasing load. Thus, it is more difficult to determine the value p d e from experiment for p d e < p r e than for p d e > p r e . Plateaus in the central region of the sample, while similar to those in experiments, 16, 31 are not related to p d e and p r e at all. for k ¼ 30 and r y2 ! r y1 . We accept that the positive direction of shear stress points to the center and corresponds to the flow toward periphery. Due to compression, the material flows from the center to periphery. On the contrary, volumetric reduction due to PT at the center causes the material to flow from periphery to the center in the initial stage of PTs. With further compression, PT has almost completed in the center of the sample and mostly propagated into the twophase region close to periphery, and then PT causes the material to flow toward this two-phase region instead of the sample's center. Both the direction and magnitude of shear stress on the contact surface result from the competition between these two flows. Because of the symmetry, shear stress is equal to zero at the axis of symmetry; at the periphery 0:7 < r=R < 1, shear stress is equal to yield strength in shear s y1 . Fig. 5 (a) shows that: (1) at the initial stage of PTs at F ¼ 4:44, shear stress close to the center is near to zero because both flows due to compression and volume reduction due to PT are small and compensate each other; (2) under further compression, because the flow due to PTs in the center surpasses the flow due to compression, the shear stress becomes negative but then changes sign, and increases until it reaches the yield shear strength; (3) At F ¼ 5:22, the PT at the center is fully completed (therefore, no further reduction in volume is possible) and flow to the periphery due to compression dominates, which causes shear stress to increase from zero to a maximum followed by a drop due to fast PT-induced reduction in volume in two-phase region. Similarly, one could interpret the plots in Fig. 5(b) . Like pressure in Fig. 4 , the shear stress curve also becomes smoother due to the increase in strength of high pressure phase. Comparison with Ref. 22 demonstrates the similar trends in shear stress, but with some quantitative differences.
In particular, the extrema in two-phase region are closer to periphery in our simulations because PTs propagates faster towards periphery due to lower p d e .
IV. STRAIN-INDUCED PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS DURING UNLOADING
Change in concentration of high pressure phase during reduction of applied force down to zero was never studied numerically or in experiments. Characterization of PT processes under pressure based on the results of measurements after complete pressure release [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] is based on the strong assumption that there are no PTs during unloading. In this section, the unloading is studied and a surprising result is obtained: for a fast kinetics, k ¼ 30, and r y2 r y1 , unloading is accompanied by plastic flow, which causes first a small increase in c above p d e followed by much stronger reverse PT below p r e . We will focus on k ¼ 30, because for k ¼ 10 and smaller, the change in concentration during unloading is small. Fig. 6 exhibits variation of concentration c during unloading for three ratios of the yield strengths. Fig. 7 shows distributions of pressure, concentration of the high pressure phase, and accumulated plastic strain along the symmetry plane. The symmetry plane is chosen for comparing with results of reloading, because PTs do not occur on the contact surface under reloading but occur at the symmetry plane (see Sec. V). For r y2 ¼ 5r y1 , PT is not visible under unloading, because the high pressure phase with large yield strength practically does not deform. For r y2 r y1 , significant reduction in concentration, down to complete reverse PTs in some regions is clearly shown. In particular, for the case with r y2 ¼ 0:2r y1 , the transformed band disappears completely. FIG. 6. Concentration of high pressure phase c under unloading for k ¼ 30 and r=R 0:84. Initial axial force F for unloading is 5.21 for r y2 ¼ 0:2r y1 , 6.01 for r y2 ! r y1 , and 6.13 for r y2 ¼ 5r y1 , respectively.
Unlike the evolution of the direct PT under loading, reverse PT on unloading progresses from contact surface to symmetry plane and from periphery to center, where pressure is below p r e (see Fig. 7 ). After almost complete unloading, the high pressure phase mostly retains in the region close to the center and symmetry plane.
It is clear that the reverse PT occurs in the regions where pressure drops below p r e and where plastic straining occurs. For the case r y2 ¼ 0:2r y1 , plastic strain localizes in the weaker high pressure phase, which promotes the reverse PT as soon as p is getting below p r e ( Fig. 7(a) ). Pressure significantly reduces in the peripheral low pressure phase region of the sample and much smaller reduction is in the central high pressure phase or two phase regions. Plastic strain increment reaches 0.1-0.13 and caused reduction in concentration Dc by up to 0.8. For r y2 ¼ r y1 , the increment of accumulated plastic strain on the symmetry plane in the central region (r < 0.2R) appears in the initial stage of unloading only when the pressure is above p r e ; at the later stage, there is no change in plastic strain, which results in almost negligible reverse PT (see Figs. 6 and 7(b) ). In the region 0.3 < r < 0.7, plastic strain increment is in the range 0.1-0.25, which in combination with low pressure leads to very intense reverse PT, including complete reverse PT for r > 0.47. We would like also to notice that at the very initial stage of unloading, in the region where p > p d e , a small increase in concentration (i.e., direct PT) is observed. This is visible when distributions of c are compared (Fig. 6 ) in the central region at F ¼ 5.21 and F ¼ 4.03.
Similar to the pressure distribution on the contact surface, pressure distribution curves on the symmetry plane show steps some of which are in the two-phase region. With the reduction of load, these steps move from the periphery towards the center along with moving two-phase region. Localization of PTs and strains determines the irregular distribution of shear stress in Fig. 8(a) . Before unloading, there are three drops in shear stress due to heterogeneous reduction in volume during PT and plastic flow. Under unloading, Fig.  8(a) shows that the rise in shear stress due to increase in volume during the reverse PT surpasses the reduction of shear stress due to unloading. Shear stress reaches the yield strength in shear in the major part of the contact surface. For the case r y2 ¼ r y1 in Fig. 8(b) , the initial stage of unloading, reverse PT mostly occurs in the two-phase region rather than at center (see Fig. 6 ). This causes shear stress increase in the two-phase region and decrease at the center due to reduction of loading. At further unloading, the reverse PT shifts to the center, which results the increase of shear stress in the center.
To summarize, for fast kinetics (k ¼ 30) and r y2 r y1 , unloading causes plastic flow, which first induces a small increase in c above p d e followed by quite intense reverse PT below p r e . There are two reasons for plastic flow under unloading. First, because of heterogeneous stress, strain, concentration, and, consequently, strength fields before unloading, reduction in the load leads to stress redistribution, during which stress intensity exceeds the yield strength in some regions. Then, in the regions with p < p r e (or p > p d e ), the reverse (or direct) PT starts. Volume change due to PTs under nonhydrostatic conditions causes additional plastic straining called transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP). 11, 18, 19 TRIP in turn leads to PTs thus serving as mechanochemical feedback.
Obtained results require reconsideration of the reported values of concentration in experiments, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] which are based on the measurements of concentration after unloading. To avoid this problem for DAC, one can try to find loading, which will minimize reverse PT during unloading. Intuitively, utilization of a gasket with specially designed parameters that lead to quasi-homogenous pressure distribution during loading 19 should lead to minimization of plastic deformation and reverse PT during unloading. This case will be studied in the future.
V. PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS UNDER RELOADING
The aim of this section is to explore a new pressureplastic strain path for strain-induced PTs by reloading sample after unloading to the same force. From Fig. 9 , one can observe that with increase of load, first reverse PT propagates slowly, and direct PT does not occur until pressure is above p d e . Further, in the pressure range p r e < p < p d e , direct PT starts to propagate along with reverse PT. When pressure reaches p r e value, reverse PT cannot occur, and direct PT propagates through the sample with increased rate (Fig. 10 , a, F ¼ 5.21; and b, F ¼ 6.01).
For a strong high pressure phase (r y2 ¼ 5r y1 ), PTs practically do not occur (similar to unloading), because the reloading occurs in the elastic regime due to high yield strength of the high pressure phase. For other cases, comparing the PTs before unloading in Fig. 6 , direct PT is obviously less pronounced after unloading and reloading than during the first loading. In addition, reloading essentially changes the PT path and the PT region is more close to the center and plane of symmetry of a sample. For the case with r y2 ¼ 0:2r y1 , after unloading and reloading, the thin PT band in Fig. 6 does not reappear and PT is not complete in the central region of a sample. For the case with r y2 ¼ r y1 , while radius of the transformed zone is slightly increased, region with complete PT is slightly reduced. Fig. 10 presents the distribution of accumulated plastic strain q, pressure p, and concentration of the high pressure phase c on the symmetry plane. At the initial stage of reloading, the strain is mostly elastic and an essential increase of plastic strain is only found at the higher force. Combination of low pressure and small increment in plastic strain, leads to practically unchanged concentration of the high pressure phase when dimensionless load F increases to 3.11. Further force growth results in pronounced growth in concentration FIG. 9 . Concentration of high pressure phase c under reloading for k ¼ 30 and r=R ¼ 0:84. Initial axial force for reloading Fare, respectively, 0.92 for r y2 ¼ 0:2r y1 , 1.23 for r y2 ! r y1 , and 2.14 r y2 ¼ 5r y1 . of the high pressure phase, especially in two-phase region. Larger two phase region leads to a wider plateau region, where pressure is between p r e and p d e . One can note that at initial reloading, due to low pressure, reverse PT instead of direct PT occurs in some regions. However, once the pressure in most regions is above p d e , direct PT takes over and quickly propagates due to a relatively large accumulation of plastic strain. We also notice that the concentration of the high pressure phase in Fig. 10(b) slightly increases at r % 0:43 when load F increases to 3.11, despite the fact that the pressure is below p d e . This occurs due to the flow of the high pressure phase toward the periphery rather than due to direct PT. Such a convective increase in concentration was not observed under first loading here and in previous papers. 13, 21, 22 Fig. 11 shows the distribution of shear stress at contact surface under reloading. For the case with r y2 ¼ 0:2r y1 , direct PT in the center of sample ( Fig. 10(a) ) results in the reduction of volume and flow of materials towards the center, which reduces the flow towards periphery due to recompression. Therefore, under reloading, shear stress in Fig.  11 (a) gradually declines. However, for the case with r y2 ¼ r y1 , the rate of direct PT in the two-phase region significantly surpasses that at the center ( Fig. 10(b) ), which caused flow of the material towards the two-phase region rather than the center of sample. Therefore, shear stress increases closer to the center due to recompression, and shear stress reduces in the two-phase region due to PTs. Comparing to the shear stress before unloading in Fig. 8 , shear stress in a wide region significantly reduces after reloading.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, strain-induced PTs in a sample in the DAC under loading, unloading, and reloading to the same force are investigated. A finite element approach and software ABAQUS are utilized for solving a coupled system of equations for large plastic deformations and strain-induced PTs. In contrast to Ref. 22 , where case p d e > p r e was treated, here characteristic pressures satisfied the opposite inequality p d e < p r e and values of p d e and p r e were exchanged. PTs were studied for different kinetic parameters k and ratios of the yield strengths of high and low pressure phases. In general, under loading slightly more pronounced PT occurs for p d e < p r e because of slightly lower p d e . Geometry of the transformed zone is quite different for the case with r y2 ¼ 0:2r y1 that in Ref. 22 . PT reaches the contact surface under smaller load, which is convenient for probing PTs by surface-based methods (e.g., Raman and optical methods) in experiments. However, extraction of the constants p d e and p r e from experimental pressure distribution is more problematic than for the case with p d e > p r e . Note that at the very initial stage of unloading, in the region where p > p d e , a small increase in concentration (i.e., direct PT) is observed. Obtained pressure fields reproduce qualitative features observed in some experiments.
Under unloading, surprising plastic flow and extensive reverse PT are found for r y2 r y1 , which were neglected in experiments. They are caused both by heterogeneous stress redistribution and TRIP. This PT requires reconsideration of quantitative values of phase concentrations in experiments on the unloaded sample, like in high pressure torsion 24, 25 and ball milling. [26] [27] [28] [29] The reverse PT may potentially be reduced or even avoided if a gasket with specially designed parameters will be used, 19 which creates quasi-homogenous pressure distribution under loading. This assumption will be checked in future studies. After reloading, the reverse PT continues followed by intense direct PT. However, PT is less pronounced than after initial compression to the same force and geometry of transformed zone changes. In particular, the localized transformed band of a weaker high pressure phase does not reappear in comparison with the initial compression. Also, an increase in concentration at a pressure below p d e is observed, which occurs due to convective flow of the high pressure phase toward the periphery rather than due to direct PT. In the future, similar work will be performed for a sample under compression and torsion in rotational DAC. Since in majority of experiments devoted to study of straininduced PTs in traditional DAC or rotational DAC [6] [7] [8] 16, 17, 31 and high pressure torsion experiments, [23] [24] [25] there is no special gasket (i.e., the same material is used as the sample and gasket), we studied such a case here. However, to receive quasi-homogeneous pressure distribution, we recently introduced a gasket with specially determined parameters for strain-induced PTs as well. 18, 19, 38 We will study such a case numerically in the future.
